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3   Numbers with Three Digits

1. Look at the bundles of sticks and the loose sticks.

If you add 1 to 99, you get 100.

The number that comes after 99 is 100 

How many tens are there in 100! How many ones are there in 100?

100 = 10 tens.   100 = 100 ones.

The last number with two digits is 99.  It means the biggest number with two digits is 99.

There are 3 digits in 100.  The first number with three digits is 100.  It means 100 is the

smallest number with three digits.

If you add 1 to the biggest number with two digits, you get the smallest number with

three digits.

How much is 99 + 1?

Get your pupils to count in bundles of sticks and the single stick.  Introduce
the number 100 to them.
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2. Count in hundreds.  Write the correct number in blank boxes.

Get your pupils to count in hundreds.  Help them to understand writing
of numbers 100, 200, .......... 900.
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3. Look at the bundles of sticks and the loose sticks.  Read the numbers.

Get your pupils to count in bundles of sticks and the loose sticks in hundreds,
tens, ones and help them to understand how to read the numbers from 101
to 169.
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4. Look at the bundles of sticks and the loose sticks.  Write the numbers in the
blank boxes.

Get your pupils to count in hundreds, tens and ones using bundles of sticks
and the loose sticks. Let them understand how to write the numbers from
101 to 999.
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5. Look at the bundles of sticks and the loose sticks.  Write the correct numbers
in the blank boxes.

Get your pupils to count in hundreds, tens and ones using bundles of sticks
and the loose sticks. Let them understand how to write the numbers from
101 to 999.
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6. Observe the following charts that show the place value and the face value of the
digits in numbers.

Example-1: Observe the place value and face value of the digits in 746.

Help your pupils to understand the digits in a number, their place values
and face values as shown above.  Similarly help them to understand the
face value of zero.

Wherever there is 0 in a number, its place value is 0.

Look at the following table.  Write the place and place value of the digit.

Now write the place, place value and face value of the digits in 504.

Number

)'&

*&)

Number

Place Value

Face Value

, ) +

,##/#$&&#.#,&& )#/#$&#.#)& +#/#$#.#+

, ) +

Position hundreds tens ones

- & *

-#/#$&&#.#-&& &#/#$&#.##& *#/#$#.#*

- & *

hundreds tens ones

* & )

hundreds tens ones

/ . / . / .

Example-2: Observe the place value and face value of the digits in the number 805.

Number

Place Value

Face Value

Position

Number

Place Value

Face Value

Position

What is the place of 0? What is the face of value?
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#)*Oberve th following notes and coins. Count in Rs.100, Rs.10 and Re.1.

Ramaa went to a shop.  She purchased some notebooks.  She has to pay Rs. 123.  She
had 2 one-hundred notes, 9 ten rupee notes and 10 one-rupee coins.  How many notes
and coins should she pay the shopkeeper?

To pay Rs. 345, Ramaa

must give

3 hundred - rupee notes

4 ten - rupee notes and

5 one - rupee coins.

If she has to pay Rs.

345, how many

notes and coins must

she give the shop-

keeper ?

To pay Rs. 123, how many

notes and coins should I

give the shopkeeper?

To pay Rs. 123

Ramaa must give hundred - rupee

1 note

2 ten - rupee notes, and

3 one rupee coins.

Help your pupils to understand the short and expanded forms of numbers as,
shown above.
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8. Write the given numbers in the expanded form.  Look at the example.

&) The expanded form of "!'*is ..........

Place value of 6 .

Place value of 5 .

Place value of 0 .

() The expanded form of 384 is .........

Place value of 3 .

Place value of 8 .

Place value of 4 .

 ) The expanded form of #'%*is

#''*+'+%

Place value of 7 .

Place value of 0 .

Place value of 9 .

Ex,,,,,** !"*-* ''+!'+"

Place value of 2 . '&&

Place value of 5 . *&

Place value of 6 . +

9. Write the number in the short form.

Ex 101#)&&#"#+&#"#*#.#)+*
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Help your pupils to understnad how to write numbers in the expanded and
short forms as shown above.
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10. Look at the currency notes and coins.  Say how much you get if you add one
to 999

Get your pupils to observe the currency notes and coins.  Introduce the
number 1000 to them.
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Get your pupils to observe the currency notes and coins.  Introduce the
number 1000 to them.

If you add 1 to 999, it becomes 1000.

999#"#1#.#1000

How many 100s are there in a thousand? How many 10s are there?
How many ones are there ?
$&&&#.#$&#hundreds2#$&&&#.#$&&#tens2#$&&&#.#$&&&#ones 
Thousand is a four - digit number.
The last number among three - digit numbers is#%%% 
The biggest number among three - digit numbers is#%%% 
The first number among four - digit numbers is 1000.

The smallest number among four - digit numbers is 1000.
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(a)

(b)

Exercise.

Help your pupils to understand the instructions and fill the grids by
themselves.

'&$ '&( '&* '&, '&% '$&

'$$ '$) '$, ''&

''' ''* ''-

'($ '() '(+ '(%

')( ')* '*&

'*$ '+&

'+( '++

',$ ',) ',-

'-' '-* '%&

'%$ '%,

$&$ $&' $&( $&) $&* $&+ $&, $&- $&% $$&

$$$ $$) $$+ $$, $$% $'&

$'$ $'( $'* $'+ $'-

$($ $(' $(* $(, $(- $)&

$)$ $)) $), $)%

$*$ $*( $*+ $*- $*%

$+$ $+) $+, $+% $,&

$,$ $,( $,+

$-$ $-' $-+

$%$ $%* $%, '&&

1. Write the correct numbers in the blank boxes.
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(c)

(d)
)&$ )&' )&( )&) )&* )&+ )&, )&- )&% )$&

)$$ )'&

)'$ )(&

))&

)*&
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),&

)-&

)%&

*&&

Help your pupils to to fill the grids by themselves as per the instructions.

(&$ (&' (&( (&) (&* (&+ (&, (&- (&% ($&
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Help your pupils to solve the exercises by themselves as per the
instructions.

(e)

(f)
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(g)
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Help your pupils to solve the exercises by themselves as per the
instructions.
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Help your pupils to understand the instructions to solve the above
problems by themselves.

3. Observe the following currency notes and coins.  Write the correct numbers
in the blank boxes.

Ex:

%&$ %&' %&( %&) %&* %&+ %&, %&- %&% %$&

%$$ %'&

%'$ %(&

%)&

%*&

%+&

%,&

%-&

%%&

$&&&

(i)
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4. Write the place and place value of the digit underlined in the number.

5. Write the number in the expanded form.

(d)

Number Place of the digit Underlined Place value

hundreds '&&

Help your pupils to understand the instructions to solve the above
problems by themselves.

 Example:- +$, . +&& $&" " ,

*)(

)%+

(((

(a)

(b)

(c)

%$-

-&,

,%)

. " "

. " "

. " "

. " "

. " "

. " "

6. Write the number in the short form.

Example:-**"''+.'+%*-*".% (c) )&&")&")#.##

(a) ,&&"(&"+#.# (d) %&&"'&")#.##

(b) %&&"*&")#.# (e) (&&"$&")#.##

'#)#%

(#%#+

)#-#,

*#*#*

,#%#&

%#&#%

Example:-

(e)

(f)
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8. Write the following numbers given in words using digits.

Ex: one hundred and forty three .

(a) two hundred and fifty-eight .

(b) three hundred and five .

(c) four hundred and eighty-six .

(d) nine hundred and seven .

(e) five hundred and twenty-eight .

(f) one hundred and eleven .

(g) eight hundred and ninty-eight .

$)(

7. Expand the given numbers and write each one in words.

Ex: $,*#. $&&#"#,&#"#*

(a) ,-'#. ,&&#"#-&#"#'

(b) %,+#.

(c) %%%#.

(d) )&,#.

(e) ()&#.

Expansion one hundred and seventy-five

Help your pupils to understand the instructions and let them solve the
above problems by themselves.
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9. Solve the following problems.

1. Write three numbers in digits using 4, 6 and 9.

#)+%2 #+%)2#)%+2##             2##             2##             2

2. Write three numbers that have 5 in the hundreds place.

#*&'2##             2##             2##             2##             2##             2

3. Write 5 numbers between $''*and*%'')*They must have 5 in the tens place.

#-*+2##             2##             2##             2##             2##             2

4. Identify between which numbers the given numbers lie, with a / 0)*Look at

     the example.

10. Observe the numbers in each series.  Write the next 5 numbers for each series.

   Say the reason.

(a)##$&&2#'&&2#(&&2#             2##             2##             2##             2##             2##             

(b)##$$&2#$'&2#$(&2#            2##             2##             2##             2##             2##             

(c)##(*&2#)&&2#)*&2#             2##             2##             2##             2##             2##             

(d)##)&&2#)'*2#)*&2#            2##             2##             2##             2##             2##             

(e)##%&&2#-&&2#,&&2#            2##             2##             2##             2##             2##             

--* -&&––-*& ,*&––-&&

+(' +*&––,&& ,&&––,*&

(&) '*&––(&& (&&––(*& (*&––)&&

'-, '&&––(&& +&&––,&&

+*) *&&––+&& )&&––*&& +&&––,&&

,&, +&&––,&& ,&&––-&& -&&––%&&

 Example:-

+&&––+*&

,&&––-&&

-*&––%&&

Help your pupils to understand the instructions and let them solve the
above problems by themselves.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
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Help your pupils to understand the instructions and let them solve the
above problems by themselves.

11. Match the following.

the biggest 2 - digit number )*,

the smallest 3 - digit number )')

a number with 5 in the tens place %%

the place value of 5 in 456 hundred

the place of 7 in 795 (+,

the number before 425 $&&

the face value of 8 in 821 -

the short form of 300 + 60 + 7 *&

the place of 8 in 698 (*&

the place value of 0 in 705 ones

the number that indicates 3 hundreds,

 5 tens and 0 ones &
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12. Play the game:

The teacher must make the above sounds - Snap,  Clap and Tap. The pupils must say the
numbers based on the sound made by the teacher.

To tap means to hit something
to make a sound.

To snap means to make
a sharp noise using your
fingers.

To clap means to hit
your open hands to
make a sound.

Example:-

TAPS CLAPS SNAPS Place Value Number

' * - '&& #*& #####- '*-

Get your pupils to play this game.  Help them to understand the digits
and their place values.

SNAP#.#one (1)

CLAP#.#ten (10)

TAP#.#hundred

CLAP - SNAP - TAP

In this manner the pupils must say the place value and the numbers as per the sounds
made - Snap, Clap, Tap.  If any pupil makes a mistake, he is out of the game.  The game
continues.  The one who lasts till the end is declared the winner.
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$&& $& $

13. Play a game with sticks.

Get your pupils to play this game, as per the instructions.  Help them to

understand digits and their place values.

Play like this five one after another. At the end one who gets more points wins the

game.

Example: The sticks picked up

1 long stick#####.#$&&

1 medium stick#.#$&

1 short stick ###.#$

Two pupils must play this game.  Take 9 sticks of long, medium and short sticks (9

sticks each). Have them on your palm, shake them and drop them on the floor.  Pick

each stick without moving the other sticks.  Count the value according to the values

we gave each stick.  Say the number of the total value.  If, while picking sticks, other

sticks are moved, the second player gets the chance.  In this manner the two pupils

play alternatingly.  The one who gets a bigger number scores a point.

Big sticks Medium sticks Short sticks The number
formed

) + * )&&#"#+&#"#*#.#)+*


